What is the JMMI?

- A **collaborative partnership** among members of the Cash Working Group (CWG)
  - multiple INGOs and local NGOs may join
- A **monthly/bi-monthly** exercise to collect **price data** for key food and non-food items in markets throughout South Sudan
  - Cover urban and rural markets throughout the country
- A **monthly factsheet and dataset** will be released indicating prices, shortages, and costs of the minimum expenditure basket (MEB)
- **JMMIs have been critical** in informing cash programming in other hum. responses: e.g. Syria, Iraq, Libya, Yemen, Somalia and CAR
What does ‘partnership’ mean?

• All partners use the same methodology.

• All partners use the same data collection tools.

• All partners collect markets data during the same period of time.

• All partners upload their data to the same KoBo server.

⇒ better comparability + better coverage + improved collaboration
Which items will the JMMI cover?

• Basic food and non-food items
• Items that are part of the minimum expenditure basket (MEB)
• Additional items depending on JMMI partners’ interests and capacities
Which locations will the JMMI cover?

• Urban and rural marketplaces in South Sudan depending on JMMI partners’ capacities
Joint Market Monitoring Initiative (JMMI)

**Process**

**Collect**
- JMMI partners collect data in their target locations during the agreed period
- *When: 1st week of the month*

**Clean & Analyze**
- Data from all partners is compiled and analyzed
- *When: 1st and 2nd week of the month*

**Disseminate**
- Factsheet and dataset is produced, and disseminated to the humanitarian community
- *When: 3rd/4th week of the month*
Outputs: Factsheets, Datasets & Dashboard

Example from Libya JMMI:
Tentative Timeline

Reach out to partners since May

Trainings with JMMI partners 2\textsuperscript{nd} half of June

First data collection cycle 1\textsuperscript{st} week of July
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